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Profile: BMW C 400 X
An impressive scooter designed for the city and built for fun

The C 400 X is BMW’s first midsized adventure scooter and a new entry to an increasingly popular
segment. Designed for traveling in the city, the C 400 X makes it easy to get around quickly and
comfortably while keeping both your carbon footprint and your bills satisfyingly low.

Design

With only 450 pounds to its name
and impressive maneuverability,
the BMW C 400 X makes short
work of dense traffic and tight
alleys. The slender shape of the
rear, implied V-shape of the trim
components and dynamic front end
also make for a stylish ensemble
that will be sure to turn heads, and
not just because you’re enjoying
the wind in your hair during rush
hour. Though the C 400 X is sized
like a touring scooter, its blacked
out bodywork sections,
asymmetrical LED headlight and
short beak under the headlight are
reminiscent of BMW’s larger
adventure bikes. In other words,
this is a scooter with a more
grown-up, aggressive look that’s
sure to appeal to those who desire the convenience of a scooter but who would normally be put off by
their traditionally whimsy appearance.

Performance

The BMW C 400 X is light enough that it only needs a single cylinder engine, displacing a mere 350
cc, to get around. It boasts an impressive 11.5:1 compression ratio and produces 34 horsepower and
26 lb-ft of torque, enough to propel it from zero to 60 mph in 9.5 seconds, a quick time for a midsize
scooter. Top speed is electronically limited to 86 mph and BMW estimates the scooter will return
approximately 67 miles per gallon. Like all BMW scooters and motorcycles, the C 400 X gets standard
anti-lock braking, and the brakes themselves are from Brembo®, ensuring maximum stopping
potential, especially for such a light vehicle. Traction control is also standard and there are two
suspension shocks at the rear, making for a more capable machine than you might normally expect.

Amenities

The BMW C 400 X makes use of the same “Flexcase” storage system that was first unveiled on the C
650 Sport, which is essentially a trap door in the bottom of the underseat area that expands
downwards to increase cargo capacity while allowing a passenger to sit lower. The scooter also
comes with other notable features like a 6.5-inch color display with Bluetooth® integration, heated
grips and seats, keyless ride and folding passenger pages.



The BMW C 400 X’s nimble handling, small profile and great convenience make it an all-around
sublime personal vehicle for getting around the city, though its aggressive styling and surprisingly
good performance allow it not to look or feel out of place even in windy, backcountry roads.
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Profile: BMW R nineT Pure
Astride the BMW R nineT Pure, riders can revel in the joy of
keeping it simple 

With its classic looks and clean build, the BMW R nineT Pure is an ideal choice for all types of riders.
Its elegant simplicity suits it well for beginners, while its stripped-down build offers more experienced
bikers numerous opportunities for customization.

Design

The BMW R nineT Pure features a
spare roadster design that brings to
mind vintage bikes from the early
years of motorcycling. Five-spoke
wheels, a three-part steel frame,
steel tank and cast-aluminum
single-swing sidearm create an
uncluttered profile, while the
telescopic fork and round headlamp
make a striking head-on
impression. The most important
aspect of the R nineT Pure’s
design is arguably its superb
customizability, offering an inviting
canvas for all sorts of add-ons to
upgrade its appearance and utility.

Features

Though the BMW R nineT Pure is
purposefully minimalist, it offers
amenities aimed at making each ride feel more advanced. Heated grips are available to provide
warmth when riding on cold days, and the two-section dual seat adjusts to accommodate a single
rider and free up more storage space. The seat is also available with an optional lowered height. The
headlamp is trimmed in chrome, and the rear light uses an LED display. The classic round analog
speedometer features a multifunction display. The exhaust is available in chrome, and the fuel tank is
available in two hand-brushed aluminum versions.

Engine and performance

For riders who are looking for a performance upgrade, the BMW R nineT Pure’s simple build makes it
a prime candidate for customization. It houses a standard air/oil-cooled flat-twin
1,170-cubic-centimeter engine with a two-in-one exhaust, electronic fuel injection and a six-speed
transmission. This lively system is capable of 100 horsepower and 86 lb-ft of torque en route to a top
speed of 125 mph. The R nineT Pure’s ride is smoothed out by its telescopic fork and adjustable rear
shock rebound damping. It’s also available with available Automatic Stability Control, which provides a
more efficient and secure ride to enhance your sense of confidence.

The BMW R nineT Pure delivers zippy performance, classic looks and an array of possibilities for
customization. Saddled up on the R nineT Pure, riders are guaranteed an elemental, back-to-basics



motorcycling experience.  
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BMW Motorbike Fans Gather at Motorrad Days 2018
Motorrad Days: An annual party dedicated to the BMW biking
experience

This July, bikers from across Europe and around the world gathered at the foot of Germany’s highest
mountain, Zugspitze, for Motorrad Days 2018. The annual gathering dedicated to BMW Motorrad and
its fan base spent three days taking in riding performances and demonstrations, motorbike exhibits,
workshops, interactive events,
community rides and musical
celebrations.

This year’s Motorrad Days featured
exhibition tents with displays
focused on the current BMW lineup
and Spezial customization options
as well as experts on hand to
provide information about the
displayed models. One tent offered
test-riding and training
opportunities. Along with the
BMW-run displays, dozens of other
motorcycling customization
companies were present to show
off their own products and services.

Also on the agenda at Motorrad
Days: an array of exciting
motorcycle performances. This
year’s entertainment schedule included a motocross freestyle show with difficult jumps, a stunt rider
“duet” on street bikes and a drift show featuring a pair of BMW cars. Another highlight was the
daredevil show at the Motodrom, featuring four motorcycle acrobats pulling off breathtaking stunts in
unison inside an 18-foot-high wooden cylinder.

Attendees could get in on the action themselves at Motorrad Days’ interactive events. Workshops
conducted by BMW Motorrad employees gave guests expert tips on checking and maintaining their
bikes and on using BMW’s Navigator VI system. The Kids’ Trial area gave younger attendees the
opportunity to get acquainted with BMW bikes and even learn basic riding moves on electric trial
motorcycles.

One of the most popular aspects of Motorrad Days is its feeling of community. Throughout the
festival, scores of riders got together for convoys, road trips and tours of the surrounding alpine
landscape. Custom scenesters got to show off their work at the Custom Ride-Out event, which
featured dozens of uniquely customized bikes. The fun went beyond motorcycles with a variety of
band and DJ performances contributing to the party-like atmosphere over the event’s three days.

While it’s too late to get in on the fun for 2018, it’s not too early to start planning for 2019. Next year’s
Motorrad Days event is scheduled for July 5-7.
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BMW Motorrad Announces 2019 Model Year
Revisions
Updates for BMW Motorrad include added features and new colors

The 2019 model year is seeing a number of revisions for the BMW Motorrad line, from a few
generalized changes to
model-specific updates. 

General changes

For most of the BMW Motorrad
motorcycles, two changes are
being made across the lineup. The
first of these is the introduction of
new comfort turn indicators, which
change how quickly the indicators
reset to neutral depending on the
speed at which the motorcycle is
travelling. Previously, the turn
indicator deactivated after a fixed
amount of time.

The second general change is a
major update to the BMW Motorrad
Connected app, which adds
additional functions and
enhancements proposed by the BMW Motorrad community. For example, the digital maps will get a
complete overhaul based on motorcycle-optimized navigation by TomTom. Also, along with the
navigation, a new routing option will be added: “winding route.”

Paint changes

For specific models, the majority of the changes involve new or changing paint colors. Several models
will be getting new HP Motorsport paint finishes with integrated “HP” lettering, while others can now
have BMW Motorrad Spezial paint finishes.

Other changes

The remaining changes are mostly model-specific. The BMW S 1000 RR, for example, now can have
an HP battery with long-lasting lithium-ion cells, which reduces weight by about 2 kg.

On the BMW K 1600 GT, GTL, B and Grand America models, Hill Start Control Pro is now a standard
feature to improve hillside set-off convenience. The K 1600 B and Grand America now feature lower
standard seats, down 30 mm to 750 mm, though they can be raised back to 780 mm with available
high seats. The Grand America now has an optional additional speaker with fader controls and an
amplifier for the rear audio system in its top case.

The BMW R nineT, nineT Pure, nineT Scrambler, nineT Racer, nineT Urban G/S and F 750/850 GS
all will receive a standard dynamic brake light. Of those, the Scrambler and Urban G/S now can get
cross-spoke wheels as optional equipment.



All of these new configurations can be ordered from all BMW Motorrad partners starting in August
2018.
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